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( $\mathrm{M}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{u}$ $\mathrm{U}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{y}$ ama)
$\mathrm{D}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{t}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}$ of Mathematics, Fukuoka University of Education
Munakata,Fukuoka, 811-41 Japan, -mail uchiyamaC$\mathrm{n}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{a}-\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{u}.\mathrm{a}\mathrm{C}.\mathrm{j}\mathrm{p}$
$z=\Gamma^{r}(t,x)$
The figure above is a model for the surface of the $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{I}^{\cdot}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}$ with a fault. $z=l”(\iota, \prime x)$ has a fault
along the line $x=0$ so that $1 \iota_{0}(X):=\Gamma’(-\frac{1}{2}\pi, x)$ is discontinuous and $l\iota_{\mathrm{I}}(x):=t^{r}’(\pi/2, .\prime r,)$ is
continuous. For each $x,$ $\Gamma^{r}(l,x)$ is a smooth wave function for $l$ . We may say that $f’(|,, x)$
interpolates $l\iota_{0}(X)$ and $l_{l_{1}}(X)$ .
We show that for given finite functions $l_{l}\mathrm{o}(x),$ $\ldots,$ $ll_{n}(X)$ defined on $\mathrm{R}$, there is a surface
$z=I^{l}’(l,X)$ in $\mathrm{R}^{3}$ which is real analytic for $l$ and takes the curve $z–ll_{i}(X)$ at an appropriate
$l_{*}(0\leq i\leq n)$ ; moreover if every $h_{:}(x)$ is real analytic then $F(t,X)$ is real analytic for $\prime x$ too.
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Precisely we show
THEOREM. For $n\geq 1$ there is a $(n+2)$ -real variable function $f_{n}(t,x0,x_{1}, \ldots , x_{n})$ which
satisfies the following.$\cdot$
$\mathrm{i}$ . $f_{n}$ is real analytic for each variable.
$\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i}$ . $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}^{\partial_{n}}\perp_{t}\partial=sign$ si$\mathrm{n}2t$ .
$\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i}$ . $f_{n}(- \frac{\pi}{2},\mathrm{x})=x0,$ $f_{n}((2^{i-1}- \frac{1}{2})\pi,\mathrm{x})=Xi(1\leq i\leq n)$, where $\mathrm{x}=(x_{0},x_{1}, \ldots,x_{n})$ .
$\mathrm{i}\mathrm{v}$ . $f_{n}$ is a periodic function for $t$ with period $2^{n}\pi$ .
If we can construct this function $f_{n}$ , then the surface $z=f_{n}(t,hq(x),$ $\ldots,$ $hn(X))$ in $\mathrm{R}^{3}$
takes $z=h_{0}(x)$ at $t=- \frac{\pi}{2}$ , and $z=h_{i}(x)$ at $t=(2^{i-1}- \frac{1}{2})\pi$ .
From now on we construct $f_{n}$ with three steps.
STEP 1. We consider the following non-linear differential equation
$t^{2}f’’(t)=f(t)2$ , $f(-1)=a$, $f(1)=b$. (1)







$\frac{2}{\zeta}-\frac{1}{\zeta^{2}}\log\frac{1+\zeta}{1-\zeta}$ , $(-1<\zeta<1, \zeta\neq 0)$
$0$ $(\zeta=0)$
Since we can reform it as
$\phi(\zeta)=-2(\frac{\zeta}{3}+\frac{\zeta^{3}}{5}+\frac{\zeta^{5}}{7}+\cdots \mathrm{I}$ ,
$\phi(\zeta)$ is real analytic on-l $<\zeta<1$ with the rmge R. Since $\phi’(\zeta)<0,\phi^{-1}$ is a real analytic
function defined on $\mathrm{R}$ too.
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$- \frac{1+t}{\phi^{-1}(s)}-\frac{1}{\phi^{-1}(S)^{2}}\log\frac{1-t\emptyset^{-1}(_{S)}}{1+\phi^{-1}(_{\mathit{8})}}$ $(s\neq 0)$
$\mathrm{e}\frac{1}{2}t^{2}-\frac{1}{2}$ $(s=0)$
$= \sum_{n=0}^{\infty}\frac{t^{n+2}+(-1)n+1}{n+2}(\phi^{-1}(s))^{n}$ ,
whose domain is $\{(t, s) : |t\phi^{-1}(S)|<1|\}$ .
The domain is an open set and includes the closed set [-1, 1] $\cross \mathrm{R}$ ; moreover for any
number $M>0$ , there is $r>0$ such that $[-1-r, 1+r]\cross[-M, M]$ is included in the
domain. We note that $h(t, s)$ is real analytic for each vaniable.




we get $t^{2}f’(t)=;(\iota)^{2}$ ; therefore $f(t)$ is a solution of (1).
The above $f(t)$ depends on the initial values $a$ and $b$ , so that we denote it by $f(t,a, b)$ ,
that is $f(t,a, b)=h(t,a-b)+a$.
We remark that if we consider both of $a$ and $b$ as variables then $f$ is real analytic for
every variable.
STEP 2. We consider about the Fourier Series
$\frac{4}{\pi}\sum_{n=0}^{\infty}\frac{\sin(2n+1)t}{2n+1}$
of $x/|x|$ $(-\pi\leq x\leq\pi)$ . The partial sum
$S_{2n+1}(t)= \frac{4}{\pi}\sum_{k=0}\frac{\sin(2k+1)t}{2k+1}n$
is a periodic function with period $2\pi$ , and takes the maximum value $M$ at $t= \frac{1}{2(n+1)}\pi$ and
$t= \frac{2n+1}{2(n+1)}\pi$ (Gibbs phenomenon).
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Let us set $S_{2n+1}(t)=S_{2n+1}( \frac{1}{n+1}t)/M$. Then $s_{2n+1}(t)$ is an odd function, and a periodic
function with period $2(n+1)\pi$ . It is clear that
$signs_{2n+}1( \iota)=sign\sin(\frac{t}{n+1})$ .
Since
$S_{2n}’(+1t)= \frac{4}{\pi}\sum_{=k0}\cos(2k+1n)t=\frac{2}{\pi}\frac{\sin(2n+2)t}{\sin t}$ ,
we obtain
$signs_{21(t}n+’)=sign( \sin 2t/\sin\frac{t}{n+1})$ .
For $f$ gotten at the end of Step 1, since $-1\leq s_{2n+}(t)\leq 1$ for $-\infty<t<\infty$ ,
$f(S_{2n+1}(t), a, b)$ is well-defined and periodic with period $2(n+1\rangle$ $\pi$ ; moreover it takes $a$
at $t=- \frac{\pi}{2},$ $-(n+ \frac{1}{2})\pi$ , and $b$ at $t= \frac{\pi}{2},$ $(n+ \frac{1}{2})\pi$ . From (2) and the above it follows that
$sign \frac{\partial}{\partial t}f(s_{2n+}1(t), a, b)=sign\sin 2t$ (3)
STEP 3. Now we construt $f_{n}$ in Theorem by the mathematical induction.
$\mathrm{F}\dot{\mathrm{u}}^{\backslash }\mathrm{S}\mathrm{t}$ , set $f_{1}(t,X_{0,1}x):=f(\sin t,x_{0},x_{1})$ . Since $s_{1}(t)=\sin t$ , by (3) we get the condition \"u.
It is easy to check that $f_{1}$ satisfies the rest conditions.
Next, suppose that there is a $(n+1)$ -vaniable function $f_{n-1}$ which satisfies the conditions
of Theorem. We denote an arbitrary point in $\mathrm{R}^{n+2}$ by $(t,x_{0,1,\ldots,n}xx)$ and set $\mathrm{x}=$
$(x_{0}.x_{1,\ldots.n}x)$ .
For $1\leq i\leq n-1$ , we set
$g_{i}( \mathrm{x})=x_{i^{-}}f(s_{2^{\mathfrak{n}}-}1((2i-1-\frac{1}{2})\pi),X0,x_{n})$. (4)
Then from the assumption for $f_{n-1}$ , we have
$f_{n-1}((2^{i}-1- \frac{1}{2})\pi,0,g1(\mathrm{X}), \ldots,g_{n-}1(\mathrm{x}))=gi(\mathrm{X})$ $1\leq i\leq n-1$
$f_{n-1}((2n-1- \frac{1}{2})\pi,0,g_{1}(\mathrm{X}), \ldots,g_{n}-1(_{\mathrm{X}}))=f_{n-}1(-\frac{1}{2}\pi,0,g1(\mathrm{X}), \ldots,g_{n}(\mathrm{x}))=0$
Now we detemine $f_{n}$ by
$f_{n}(t,\mathrm{X})=f(S_{2^{\mathfrak{n}}-1}(t),x0,xn)+fn-1(t,0,g_{1}(\mathrm{x}),$ $\ldots,gn-1(_{\mathrm{X}))}.$ (5) .
We have $f_{n}(- \frac{\pi}{2},\mathrm{X})=x_{0}+0=x_{0}$, and $f_{n}(((2^{n}-1- \frac{1}{2})\pi),\mathrm{x})=X_{n}+0=x_{n}$ . Further by (4)
we get $f_{n}((2^{i1}-- \frac{1}{2})\pi,\mathrm{x})=f(s_{2^{n}-}1((2i-1-\frac{1}{2})\pi),x0,x_{n})+g_{i}(\mathrm{X})=x_{i}$ for $1\leq i\leq n-1$ .
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Thus we have $s$hown the condition $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i}$. Since the $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}_{0}\mathrm{d}$ of $f(s_{2^{n}-1}(t), x0, x)n$ is $2^{n}\pi$ and
that of $f_{\mathfrak{n}-1}$ is $2^{n-1}\pi$ , the period of $f_{n}(t,\mathrm{x})$ is $2^{n}\pi$ . Therefore we get the condition $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{v}$ .
By (3) and the assumption for $f_{1\iota-1}$ , it is easy to show the condition $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i}$ .
From (4) it follows that $g_{i}(\mathrm{x})$ is real analytic for each $x_{i}$ ; hence by (5)
we get the condition $\mathrm{i}$ . Thus the proof is complete.
PROBLEM. In the condition i\"u of Theorem can we interpolate $x_{i}$ at regular inteIvals?
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